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a b s t r a c t

Twenty-one experienced drivers were recruited for the evaluation of sounds of four functions (horn,
indicator, door open warning, and parking sensor) made by 11 car brand names. Each participant was
required to evaluate all of the above sound signals by a pair-comparison test. After the comparison test,
each participant was shown his/her pair-comparison result and was asked to comment on their pref-
erence and appropriateness of a sound. The physical properties and interview data were compared and
summarized to propose design recommendations. Our results indicate that complex tones and a
fundamental frequency between 500 and 1000 Hz were most preferred for horns while for indicators the
preferred sounds had a higher dominant frequency. To reduce monotony, the indicators with double
clicks and an OFF time interval of between 330 and 400 ms between two clicks were most preferred.
Regarding door warning sounds, the waveform starting with a higher intensity then fading towards zero
intensity is most preferred while for parking sensors, sounds beginning with a longer OFF time (about
500 ms) and having 3 or 4 distinctive tempo variations were most preferred. The relationship between
pleasurability and pitch, loudness, and the tempo of sound signals basically followed an inverted-U
function. Sound designers should avoid using very extreme parameter values when generating sound
for a given function.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The human auditory system is omnidirectional and does not
interfere with visual information processing (Sodnik et al., 2008).
Auditory alarms were found to induce a greater level of compliance
than do visual alarms (Duffy et al., 2004; Wogalter et al., 1993), and
professional drivers preferred auditory signals since it could pro-
vide a warning as well as arouse the drivers (Meng et al., 2016).
Thus, auditory signals are often used to notify drivers about
impending danger, operation feedback, and malfunction warnings
(Yamauchi et al., 2004) where the operators might risk missing a
visual signal (Edworthy, 1994). Several ergonomic considerations of
non-verbal auditory warnings relate to the characteristics of a good
coding system (Sanders and McCormick, 1993); e.g., detectability,
discriminability, meaningfulness. These ergonomic considerations
include: (1) The auditory warnings should be reliably audible
(Lemaitre et al., 2009) to get one's attention but not too loud to
cause startled reactions and impair the primary task performance
(Patterson and Mayfield, 1990). (2) A warning should be discrimi-
nable based on spectral characteristics such as the fundamental
).
frequency, harmonic series, amplitude envelope shape, speed,
rhythm, and melodic structure (Edworthy et al., 1991), and the
number of immediate-action warning sounds should be small, not
exceeding about five to six (Patterson and Mayfield, 1990). (3) The
warning signal should be psychologically appropriate with the
signaled situation or have a close signal-referent relationship
(Edworthy et al., 2014); in other words, the sound should be
meaningful to reduce learning time and promote an immediate and
precise response (Patterson andMayfield,1990). This third criterion
of psychologically appropriateness relates to the sound quality
definition “adequacy of a sound in the context of a specific technical
goal and/or task,” suggested by Blauert (1994).

Sound quality is important for the delivery of customer satis-
faction, and as a result, automotive manufacturers began to focus
on the sound-quality-related aspects of their vehicles to maintain a
competitive advantage (Jennings et al., 2010). In order to design an
informative and pleasant sound that supports a positive image of a
car (Genuit, 2004), acoustic designers must be aware of how po-
tential customers would react to and appreciate automotive sounds
(Otto et al., 1999) and use an appropriate evaluation method to
achieve optimum acoustic quality (Humphreys et al., 2011). The
perceived acoustic quality is influenced by many attributes, which
are divided into three major categories: (1) physical (sound field),
(2) psychophysics/psychoacoustic (auditory perception), and (3)
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Fig. 1. Pairwise comparison task screen.
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psychological (Genuit, 1996; Blauert and Jekosch, 1997). Each of the
above categories will be elaborated below.

The physical properties of sound have been characterized by
three measureable attributes: frequency, amplitude, and temporal
patterns (Yost, 2009), each corresponding to a primary psycho-
acoustic attributes of sound, e.g., pitch, loudness, and tempo. Be-
sides the above psychophysical attributes, timbre allows one to
distinguish among sounds with equal pitch and loudness (ANSI,
1973). It is often referred as “what it sounds like” (Handel, 1995)
or “sound color” (Kraus et al., 2009). In terms of psychological
dimension, human experience, expectations, and subjective atti-
tudes affect their way in classifying auditory events (Genuit, 2004).
Kuwano et al. (2002) have shown that cars with a pleasant sound
were perceived to be luxurious. On the contrary, acoustic quality is
negative if the auditory signal was perceived as unpleasant,
annoying or disturbing (Genuit, 1996). Even though the pleasant-
ness of the product sound is not very high-ranking in the hierarchy
of desired features, product sound is still an important factor for
customer satisfaction (Blauert and Jekosch, 1997).

Thus, in summary, the identification of sounds results from both
a bottom-up and a top-downprocess (Lemaitre et al., 2009). It is not
only what we hear that tells us what we know; what we know also
tells us what we hear (Howard and Ballas, 1980). This top-down
psychological process helps make the sound signal more resistant
to noise and enhance the overall recognition efficiency (Marslen-
Wilson and Welsh, 1978). Jennings et al. (2010) applied principal-
component analysis to 12 bipolar semantic scales and confirmed
that the nature of the sound quality characterization could be
reduced to two underlying perceptual dimensions: (1) powerful
and (2) refined. However, when different people were asked to
assess powerful and refined sound quality dimensions of different
vehicles, they might judge different vehicle sounds based on
different features of their experience (Jennings et al., 2010).
Lemaitre et al. (2009) also found a lack of consensus of listeners in
their decision about whether a sound belonged to the category of
car horn sounds, and they could even give different responses for
sounds rated as being similar.

Since designing correct attributes into a vehicle sound directly
impacts the appeal and profitability of the vehicle, and subjective
testing is the best way to derive possible attributes affecting sound
quality (Otto et al., 1999), the current study collected interior sound
signals from horns, indicators, door open warnings, and parking
sensors from 11 different vehicle brands and evaluated each with a
subjective evaluation test. As humans are only capable of retaining
acoustic information for a brief period of time (Bigelow and
Poremba, 2014) and perform better in a relative judgment task
(Sanders and McCormick, 1993; Huang et al., 2008), the pair-
comparison procedure has been adopted for the current evalua-
tion of sound quality. For each sound signal, this study derives
important physical attributes (e.g., frequency, amplitude, and
temporal pattern) and compares them with post-test interview
comments of preferred and non-preferred sounds to understand
what factors influence individual appraisals of automobile sounds
during the subjective evaluation (Humphreys et al., 2011).

2. Methodology

2.1. Participants and experiment apparatus

Twenty one participants (14 males and 7 females) aged between
29 and 57 (mean ¼ 43.5 years, standard deviation ¼ 8.2 years) took
part in this experiment. All participants had a driver license and
none had any obvious hearing abnormalities. Prior to the experi-
ment, each participant was briefed about the purpose of the
experiment and was given 1 training trial. Each participant was
paid the equivalent of 7 US dollars for around 45 min of their
participation.

For the experiment, all participants were asked to sit 75 cm in
front of two speakers to mimic the sound producing distance in a
car. From this distance, the intensity levels of tested sounds
measured by TES-1351 Sound Level Meter ranged between 48 and
71 dB(A) depending on the function and the brand. The pair-
comparison test module was conducted on one Intel core I7 4770
computer with 8 GRAM and 21.5” VA2248m-LED monitor.

2.2. Paired-comparison test

Overall, each participant was required to accomplish a pairwise
comparison test consisting of 86 trials. Each trial was administered
with two chosen sound signals presented as two speaker icons
which appeared on the left- and right-hand side of the task screen
(see Fig. 1). Each participant clicked on these icons to play the
corresponding sound signals at least once, and then clicked on one
of the circle buttons to indicate his/her preference. However, if the
difference between two compared sounds was unnoticeable, the
participant could click on “no specific preference” to reduce the
chance of circular errors implying that the listeners preferred
sound A over B, sound B over C, and sound C over A (Parizet, 2002).
The circular error rate for each participant was calculated to iden-
tify and exclude non-sensitive participants (Parizet, 2002) and the
pair-comparison test was only conducted between sounds of the
same function. Humphreys et al. (2011)minimized the car company
identity effect by not presenting the identify to the participants as
they listened to the tested sound signals. In the end, each partici-
pant was shown his/her pair-comparison result. The most and least
preferred sounds were replayed for the participants and each
participant was asked to explain their reasons for liking and dis-
liking the sounds.

2.3. Collecting sound stimuli

Forty sounds, including 11 horns, 11 indicators, 9 door open
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warnings, and 9 parking sensors, were recorded from 11 different
brands of vehicles (see Table 1). Each sound signal was recorded
with a portable recorder placed near the steering wheel position
inside the vehicle compartment. According to Kim et al. (2009),
sound in a passenger car includes engine, mechanical, and electrical
sounds. Our study focused on electrical sounds because contrary to
engine and mechanical sounds, electrical sound signals were less
affected by human manipulation of vehicles. The indicator, door
open warning, and horn were recorded before the car engine was
started, while the parking sensor was recorded after turning on the
car engine. The brand names of vehicles were chosen by a collab-
orating car company to serve as the benchmark for their car model.
Certain sounds were not collected from some car brands because
these brands had no sounds associated with that particular func-
tion; e.g., the door open warning for ICO and HEL.

As presented in Table 2, each sound signal could be continuous,
intermittent, or a combination of both. All horns and two door open
warnings had continuous sounds while indicators and other door
open warnings were basically intermittent. Contrary to the in-
dicators, the intermittent door warning sounds had a longer
duration with a fading amplitude while the parking sensor sounds
had multiple tempos to indicate the distance between the car and
other nearby objects. A faster tempo indicated a smaller distance
between the car and the objects until the sound became
continuous.

The number of paired comparisons (N (N-1)/2) increased by the
square of the number of sound stimuli (N) (Otto et al., 1999). Twelve
out of 40 collected sound signals were eliminated (denoted by E)
because they sounded almost the same as at least one of the other
brands. Eventually, 28 sound signals of four different functions
were chosen for testing (see Table 1).

Otto et al. (1999) suggested that tested sound signals should be
between 3 and 5 s for continuous sounds whereas for the transient
sounds, each signal should be presented at least three times
(Kuwano et al., 2002). All sound signals tested in our study were
edited based on the above suggestions, except parking sensors. For
parking sensors that have multiple tempos, each tempo segment
was edited into a 2-sec interval and combined together. As shown
on the last row of Table 2, the parking sensor is composed of 3
different tempos, each lasting for 2 s.

For the warning sound signals, pitch, intensity, and temporal
structure were used to distinguish the perceived urgency
(Patterson and Mayfield, 1990). Power spectral analysis was con-
ducted using ChiefSI's FlexDSA to extract up to five peak fre-
quencies for each tested sound. These peak frequency components
can be classified into fundamental (f0) or harmonic, for which
harmonic frequency components are integer multiples of the
Table 1
Vehicle sound signals of different brand names and functions collected.

Vehicle brand Horn Indicator Door open
warning

Parking
sensor

ICO E ✓ N E
LU6 ✓ E E E
LU7 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

MOU E ✓ E ✓

HCR ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

NLI ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

NMA E E E ✓

TMS ✓ ✓ ✓ N
HEL ✓ E N E
AQ5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

TCA ✓ ✓ ✓ (Interference)

N: No sound associated with function.
E: The sound was screened out because of its similarity with other brands.
✓: The sound was tested in current study.
fundamental frequencies (Howard and Angus, 2009).

3. Results

3.1. Pairwise comparison test

For each function, all pair-comparison results constitute a
complete evaluating matrix. For each participant, the answer of
each pair comparison is denoted as Pij, where i and j stand for the
order in row and column, respectively (Huang et al., 2008). If the
former sound was preferred to the latter one, Pij equals 1; and vice
versa, if the former sound was less preferred, Pij equals �1; if the
participant could not decide a preference, Pij equals 0.

Parizet (2002) stated that it can be considered a circular error
under the following conditions:�
P12 � A and P23 � A and P13 � �A or
P12 � �A and P23 � �A and P13 � A

(1)

Given that the number of possible triads A3
t ¼ t!

3! where t is the
number of sound signals, the circular error rate can be derived as in
Equation (2):

C ¼ 1
A3
t

X
1�i;j;k�t

dijk (2)

where dijk can be calculated according to Mao et al. (2004).

(
dijk¼0while PijþPjk¼0

dijk¼MinfjMax
h
Min

�
PijþPjk;1

�
;�1

i
�Pik

���;1g whilePijþPjks0

(3)

The value of function dijk is limited to 0 and 1 (Mao et al., 2004).
In other words, for each response, if there was circular error, d ¼ 1;
if not, then d ¼ 0. For each warning signal, the circular error rate
was calculated for all of the pair-comparison responses. The crite-
rion of C ¼ 0.25 circular error rate was adopted to screen out un-
reliable participants (Mao et al., 2004; Otto et al., 1999). Table 3
indicates that 4 out of 21 participants were excluded from further
pair-comparison analysis because they had a greater than 0.25
circular error rate in the parking sensor evaluation. No obvious
individual attributes were derived from the four excluded partici-
pants; e.g., age, gender, or driving experience.

The pair-comparison result of 17 participants was summarized
for these four functions. Table 4 illustrates the pair-comparison
result of the horn as an example. One-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) indicates that different brands generated significantly
different preference results (p < 0.01). Table 5 shows the total
comparison ratings of each function averaged by the number of
brands so that all preference rating scores can be compared directly.
A series of Tukey tests was conducted to categorize the preference
score of all vehicle brands into homogeneous subsets indicated by
alphabets.

For example, HEL's horn was perceived to be the worst, while
HCR's, AQ5's and TMS's were the most preferred. TCA's was
perceived as the worst door open warning while LU7's and HCR's
were the most preferred. The reason why certain sound signals
were preferred over others is revealed from the analyses of the
post-test interviews and physical properties of the sounds. The
following sections will discuss these results for each function.

3.2. Horn

For each horn sound, the fundamental frequencies and their
harmonics were derived from the five peak frequency components



Table 2
Sound waveforms of the tested functions.

Function Example of waveforms

Horn
Door open warning

Single-click indicator

Pair click indicator

Door open warning

Parking sensor (with multiple tempos)

Table 3
The circular error rate of 21 participants.

Participant # Horn Indicator Door open
warning

Parking
sensor

1 0.005 0.003 0 0.1
2 0.005 0.004 0 0.15
3 0.007 0.005 0.1 0
4 0.008 0.005 0 0.05
5 0.003 0.001 0 0.15
6 0.003 0.002 0 0.1
7 0.005 0.002 0 0
8 0.001 0 0 0.1
9 0 0.001 0 0.4
10 0.008 0.005 0 0.1
11 0.005 0.006 0 0.1
12 0.002 0.005 0 0.05
13 0.007 0.01 0 0.3
14 0.008 0.007 0.05 0.3
15 0.002 0.001 0 0
16 0.005 0.005 0.092 0
17 0.005 0.005 0 0.15
18 0.008 0.007 0.142 0.2
19 0.008 0.008 0 0.05
20 0.006 0.006 0 0
21 0.009 0.007 0.05 0.267

Table 4
Pair-comparison results of all 17 participants on horn function.

Participant # Vehicle brand

LU6 LU7 HCR NLI TMS HEL AQ5 TCA

1 �5 6 2 �6 �3 2 �1 5
2 3 �3 5 �3 3 �7 3 �1
3 1 �1 �1 3 5 �7 3 �3
4 �5 �1 7 �1 �1 �2 �2 5
5 �7 �5 3 �1 7 �1 3 1
6 3 �4 �1 7 5 �6 �1 �3
7 �5 �3 3 1 1 �5 1 7
8 1 �3 1 �5 5 �7 7 1
10 1 �3 5 �5 �1 �3 5 1
11 �5 �3 3 �1 3 �5 7 1
12 �3 �7 3 5 5 �5 3 �1
15 3 5 �5 1 �3 7 �5 �3
16 �4 �4 1 �3 5 �4 6 3
17 �3 5 �1 7 �1 �5 �3 1
18 �5 3 2 1 �5 2 �3 5
19 1 1 1 3 �1 5 �3 �7
20 1 �1 1 1 �3 �7 7 1

Total �28 �18 29 4 21 �48 27 13

Note that participants #9, #13, #14, and #21 were excluded from the analysis.
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using power spectral analysis. HCR's horn, for example, had a
fundamental frequency of 450 Hz and a harmonic frequency of
900 Hz; while 366 Hz was identified as another fundamental fre-
quency given that 732 and 3660 Hz were its harmonics. Since the
tested horn sounds were continuous, the temporal structure was
eliminated.

Based on significant difference in comparison scores using the
Tukey test, all horn sounds can be divided into two homogeneous
subsets; i.e., A (HCR, AQ5, TMS) and B (HEL) (see Table 5). The other
four brands (i.e., TCA, NLI, LU7, and LU6) were listed in both ho-
mogeneous subsets (alphabetically coded as AB), meaning each of
their preference score was not significantly different from HCR,
AQ5, TMS, or HEL. Table 6 summarizes the fundamental
frequencies, harmonics, and important comments of 21 partici-
pants for horns. The comparison among paired-comparison results,
physical attributes, and interview comments indicates that horns
with multiple fundamental frequencies (i.e., HCR, AQ5, TMS, and
TCA) were preferred over other brands with only one (i.e., NLI, LU7,
LU6, and HEL), in particular for a chord sound (more elegant) that
has a lower frequency (#10 for TMS). The horn sound has to be loud
and clear to generate a warning effect and at the same time not so
sharp or noisy that it creates astonishment (#20 for TMS). For HCR
and AQ5 horns, a strong and positive familiarity effect was reported
by some participants who said the horns sounded similar to their
own (#14 for HCR and #8 for AQ5). For horns with a moderate
preference score (i.e., TCA, NLI, LU7, and LU6), different participants



Table 5
Mean preference ratings of all four sound signals.

Horn
Vehicle brand HCR AQ5 TMS TCA NLI LU7 LU6 HEL
Mean preference scores 3.63 3.38 2.63 1.63 0.5 �2.25 �3.5 �6
Homogenous subset A A A AB AB AB AB B
Indicator
Vehicle brand TCA NLI AQ5 HCR MOU ICO TMS LU7
Mean preference scores 8.63 2.63 1.75 1.25 0.75 0.75 �5.75 �10
Homogenous subset A AB AB ABC BC BC CD D
Door open warning
Vehicle brand LU7 HCR TMS NLI AQ5 TCA
Mean preference scores 9.5 9.17 �1.17 �4.33 �5.17 �8
Homogenous subset A A B BC BC C
Parking sensor
Vehicle brand HCR LU7 NMA NLI AQ5 MOU
Mean preference scores 5.17 3.67 2.33 0.83 0.5 �12.5
Homogenous subset A A A A A B

Significant differences in pair comparison score are indicated by alphabetical letters.

Table 6
Fundamental frequencies, harmonics and interview comments on horns.

Vehicle brand Fundamental
frequency (f0)

Harmonics Interview result

HCR 450 900 I am used to it as a horn; it has a warning effect (#14).
366 732 3660

AQ5 435 870 1305 This horn is not too sharp; the frequency is lower so it is not too noisy (#2).
The horn sound is very similar to the horn of my car; it is loud and clear (#8).520 1560

TMS 424 848 1272 Sounds like a chord to make it elegant. The high pitch can increase awareness
for warning (#10).
The sound is strong but not sharp; it can warn the driver without
astonishment (#20).
Lack of rich features, it sounds as if it was synthesized from two
high-pitch tones (#21).

529 1058

TCA 431 862 3017 It sounds relatively muffled (#8).
The sound makes people impatient and want to get by quickly (#14).377 3393

NLI 360 720 1080 2520 2880 I don't like the sound frequency because it does not have rich features (#21).
LU7 355 1065 1775 2488 2843 The sound matches the expectation for a horn, easy to attract attention (#14).

The sound is too moderate to have a warning effect (#6).
The sound pitch is lower than LU6, but the sound is still too sharp (#8).

LU6 418 836 1254 1672 2090 I am used to this sound; it is not too pushy, hasty, or rushed (#3).
The sound is too sharp (#8).

HEL 372 744 2232 2604 3348 I don't like it because it sounds relatively muffled just like most other
horn sounds (#8).
The sound does not catch people's attention (#12).

Note that for HCR, AQ5, TMS, TCA, the frequency on first fundamental frequency (i.e. 450, 435,424, and 431 Hz) had a higher intensity than the second ones (i.e. 366, 520, 529,
and 377 Hz).
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either liked or disliked the horns for similar reasons. The preference
was associatedwith familiarity (#14 for LU7 and #3 for LU6). On the
other hand, participants disliked sounds that were muffled and
lacked a rich feature (#8 for TCA and #21 for NLI), or were too
sharp, too pushy, or too hasty that they made people want to get by
quickly (#14 for TCA, #8 for LU7, #8 for LU6). For the least preferred
horn (i.e., HEL), participants commented that the horn sounded
muffled (#8) and did not catch their attention (#12). While some
participants preferred a horn sound that was not too sharp or noisy
(#2 for AQ5), others suggested that some horn sounds were too
moderate to convey a warning effect (#6 for LU7) and that a higher
pitch could increase awareness (#10 for TMS).

3.3. Indicator

As opposed to horns, which are continuous sounds, the in-
dicators are intermittent signals with various ON-OFF patterns that
can be easily differentiated by a single click or a pair of clicks with
different sound signals and OFF time intervals (Fig. 2). Yamauchi
et al. (2004) compared the top five stimuli on the suitability with
the bottom five among 45 indicators to derive desirable attributes
for the indicators. They discovered that the preferred first and
second inter-onset interval (IOI) (i.e., a compound of ON time and
OFF times) of the top five stimuli ranged from 360 to 400 ms and
330e400 ms, respectively; conversely, the bottom five stimuli
ranged from 310 to 340 ms and 310e380 ms. They suggested that
the OFF time affected the calmness impression of indicators and
that longer OFF time indicators were more suitable and desirable
for luxury cars (Yamauchi et al., 2004).

Table 7 presents the ON-OFF intervals, the peak frequency
components which were derived from power spectral analysis, and
the interview comments of 3 double-click and 5 single-click in-
dicators from most to least preferred in the pair-comparison test.
The paired-comparison results indicate that except for NLI, which
had a single click and was rated the second-most preferred, all
other pair-click indicators had better pair-comparison results (i.e.,
TCA's, AQ5's and HCR's) than the single-click ones. The most
obvious comment that matched with the paired-comparison result
was that double-click indicators were less monotonous (#8 for
TCA) compared to single-click indicators (#8 for NLI and TMS).
Regarding the sound tempo for indicators, participants preferred a
tempo that was not too slow (#8 for TCA) and one that had the right



Fig. 2. Pattern diagram of pair click indicators.

Table 7
ON-OFF time intervals (in ms), peak frequencies, and interview comments on indicators.

Brand ON1 OFF1 Peak frequencies (Hz) Interview result

ON2 OFF2 Click 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

TCA 22 328 1st 1858 3282 9342 2625 2749 It sounds like the vehicle that I drive; compared to other tested
vehicles, it is smoother, not monotonous; the tempo is not too slow
(#8).

10 339 2nd 1796 2795 1565 1269 9329

NLI 15 346 2400 5958 3012 1136 2793 I like the sound because the frequency and intensity are appropriate
(#12).
I don't like it because it is too monotonous compared with the car I
drive (#8).

AQ5 20 380 1st 1271 427 1191 629 1009 The sound is not too sharp (#12).
Pitch is not too high and the tempo is relatively slow (#21).
I have never heard any sound similar to this one before (#8).

20 380 2nd 833 413 1292 1132 1454

HCR 16 334 1st 5011 4114 4860 4452 5979 It sounds low and clear (#6). It is not too noisy (#6, 12).
Clear, simple, with right tempo (#7). Calm and stable, not too sharp
(#21).
Frequency and loudness match appropriately (#12).
It is not clear and too low. I prefer a higher pitch because it is less
likely to be masked by the noise of a moving car (#13).
Sounds hasty and not loud enough to be informative (#19).

16 334 2nd 5755 3379 5945 2688 5083

MOU 19 341 1885 1977 1414 461 1156 It sounds clear. The pitch is not too high and the tempo is not too fast
(#6).
Soft, not sharp (#14). It sounds too fast, and makes me anxious and
nervous (#7).

ICO 23 337 2484 2296 2074 2756 2989
TMS 31 648 1718 1880 2069 174 2261 The sound is not too tense, and is loud enough for detection (#2).

Stereo sound has enough intensity for aging drivers to notice (#13).
The frequency is so high that it is harsh (#7).
So monotonous that it makes me feel uncomfortable (#8).

LU7 42 657 1026 936 1135 2002 662 It sounds sharp and a bit blurred (#6). Not solid, not calm, nor clear
(#7).

Note that no comment had been given for the indicators of ICO since participants were asked to comment on the most and least preferred.
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tempo (#7 for HCR). However, inconsistency was found in the
preferred tempo between participants because participant #6 liked
MOU for its not-too-fast tempo, while participant #7 thought MOU
was too fast, thus causing anxiety and nervousness. Regarding the
OFF time, participant #21 did comment that the tempo for AQ5
(OFF time is 380 ms) was relatively slow. Interestingly, no partici-
pants commented on the tempo of TMS and LU7 (OFF time ¼ 648
and 657 ms) because human beings tend to focus on the most
obvious features. Regarding sound intensity, participants preferred
a sound that was not too noisy (#6 and #12 for HCR), was calm, and
stable (#21 for HCR), but was also loud enough to notice (#2 for
TMS). Regarding pitch, the majority of the participants preferred a
sound that was not too sharp (#12 and #21 for AQ5, #21 for HCR,
#6 and #14 for MOU) and they disliked a high frequency (#7 for
TMS and #6 for LU7). On the contrary, there were also participants
who preferred a high pitch because it was less likely to be masked
by the noise of amoving car (#13 and #19 for HCR). The appropriate
match between pitch and intensity was also emphasized (#12 for
NLI and HCR). Lastly, regarding the clear and blurred features of
sound timbre, participants preferred sound that was clear (#6 for
HCR andMOU), and they disliked sound that was blurred or unclear
(#6 and #7 for LU7).

The peak frequency components and ON-OFF pattern for each
click sound indicate that for the preferred pair-click indicators, both
clicks can be differentiated by either the ON time intervals or the
frequency spectrum. Themost preferred double-click indicator (i.e.,
TCA) had significantly different ON times (22 vs 10ms) between the
two clicks, but both clicks had about the same dominant frequency
(around 1800 Hz). The second preferred double-click indicator (i.e.,
AQ5) had about the same ON (and OFF) time intervals between the
two clicks, but had a significantly different dominant frequency
component between clicks (1271 vs. 833 Hz). On the other hand,
the least preferred double-click indicator (i.e., HCR) had no obvious
differences in both the ON (and OFF) time intervals or dominant
frequency between the two clicks. The above comparison indicates
that participants preferred double-click indicators with obvious
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distinctions between the two clicks either in their temporal pat-
terns or spectral characteristics.

3.4. Door open warning

As shown in Table 5, the paired-comparison results indicate that
for door openwarnings, participants preferred intermittent sounds
(LU7, HCR, TMS, and NLI) over the continuous ones without rhythm
(AQ5 and TCA). The most preferred door open warnings (i.e., LU7
and HCR) had a similar waveform inwhich each signal started with
a higher intensity then faded out gradually toward the end of zero
intensity, followed by the next repeating signal (see Table 2). Both
door open warning signals had a similar dominant fundamental
frequency (i.e., 1000 and 801 Hz). On the other hand, two less-
preferred intermittent door open warnings (i.e., TMS and NLI)
also had similar temporal patterns (i.e., groups of three to four brief
duration signals separated by longer pauses as shown in Fig. 3).
Between them, NLI had a significantly higher dominant frequency
(NLI: 2005 Hz vs. TMS: 872 Hz) and a shorter pause duration (NLI:
536 ms vs. TMS: 1625 ms). Both sounded like an alarm clock, and
NLI was even less preferred than TMS due to its high frequency and
short pause.

Results from the interview (See Table 8) indicate that partici-
pants disliked continuous sounds because they were monotonous
(#2 and #16 for AQ5), too sharp, too harsh, or too noisy, and made
them feel nervous or agitated (#8, #11, #13, #18, and #19 for AQ5
and #2, #4, #6, #7, #8, #12, #18, #19, #20, and #21 for TCA).
However, some participants also suggested that continuous sounds
could attract attention and compel the driver to deal with the
sound immediately (participant #13 and #14 for AQ5, and #18 for
TCA). On the other hand, the most preferred sounds brought a
warm, pleasant, and elegant feeling (#10 for LU7, and #1 and #2 for
HCR). Participants stated that they preferred LU7 and HCR because
they were not too loud or noisy (#1 for LU7 and #6, #19, and #21
for HCR), were slow and calm (#14 for HCR), sounded simple and
clear (#12 for HCR), and were familiar (#18 for LU7, and #12 and
#18 for HCR). Regarding appropriateness, other than cheap (#2 and
#16 for NLI) and too noisy(#16 for NLI), participants either sug-
gested that the sound did not fit in a car (#6 and #8 for TMS) or they
identified that the alarm clock sound did not fit in a car (#18, and
#21 for TMS; #2, #7, #8, #10, #16, #18, #19, #20, and #21 for NLI in
Table 8).

3.5. Parking sensor

As mentioned earlier, all parking sensors were designed to be
intermittent with several distinctive tempo patterns to indicate the
distance between the vehicle and nearby obstacles, and the fastest
tempos always approach a continuous sound. The tested brands
had between 2 to an unlimited number of different tempo varia-
tions (see Table 9). The paired-comparison results show that MOU
and AQ5, which had only two and unlimited tempo variations,
respectively, were less preferred than other parking sensors which
had three to four tempo variations (see Table 5). For the most
preferred parking sensor, HCR, participants indicated that they
Fig. 3. Pattern diagram of door open w
favored it because it sounded clear (#8 and #20) and not too sharp
(#20 and #21), rich (#21), and had distinctive tempo patterns from
slow to fast (#20). Similar favorable comments had been given for
other parking sensors including clear and informative (#8 for LU7
and #1 for NMA), appropriate intensity and frequency (#9 for LU7
and #6 for AQ5), and urgency (#17 for LU7). On the other hand, the
unfavorable comments included that the pitch was too sharp (#6,
#14, #18, and #21 for NMA; #21 for NLI and MOU), the tempo was
too fast (#7, #14, and #21 for NMA; #7, #8, #12, and #18 for MOU),
or both “sharp-pitch” and “fast-tempo” created a tense feeling (#21
for LU7; #6 for NMA, #14 for AQ5). Regarding the appropriateness,
similar to the door open warning, parking sensors sounded too
much like an alarm clock (#10 for LU7; #2, #12, and #21 for MOU),
did not sound like a parking sensor (#14 for MOU), were not
distinctive (#10 for LU7) or not informative to tell me how far away
the obstacle was (#8 and #10 for MOU). Thus, they were not
preferred.
4. Discussion

Theoretically, the optimum sound quality can be developed by
an optimummix of parameter values (Otto et al., 1999). But because
of the “Gestalt” phenomena in perception, sound quality results
from judgments upon the totality of auditory characteristics of the
sound signal. Thus, it becomes difficult to evaluate which attributes
of the auditory events play a role in the formation of its sound
quality (Blauert and Jekosch, 1997). Our previous study also
discovered that a considerable reduction of information takes place
from the time of perception to judgment (Chi and Drury, 1998).
People may not use all of the relevant information and they tend to
use a heuristic rather than analytic approach in reaching a sound
quality judgment. Thus, Chi and Drury (1998) used an open-ended
question approach to derive what parameters were taken into
consideration for the inspection task, and this approach was
adopted by our study for our interviewing of the participants.

Blauert and Jekosch (1997) also suggested that the listeners
usually reduced the number of parameters necessary to represent
the acoustical waves to about less than four to come up with a
sound-quality statement. Our interview data suggests that pitch,
loudness, the number of fundamental frequencies, tempo variation,
and attached meaning, each played a part in participants’ percep-
tions of sound quality. Just like our previous findings (Chi and
Drury, 1998), participants realized and commented on the impor-
tance of the major parameters, but did not have a clear under-
standing of how they combined these parameters. Moreover, unlike
image, sound is transient; a listener cannot dwell on a sequence of
pitches (Miller, 1956). Regarding parking sensors, initially we
assumed a greater number of tempo variations was preferred
because MOU had only two tempo variations and was significantly
less preferred than all the other parking sensors. However, AQ5,
which had unlimited tempo variations, was not preferred over
other parking sensors with three or four tempo variations. Blattner
et al. (1989) suggested that the optimal number of pitches in a
motive is between two to four. Thus, with the given limitation in
human processing, a parking sensor with a tempo that increased
arning with group of short signals.



Table 8
ON-OFF time intervals (in ms), peak frequencies, and interview comments on door open warnings.

Brand ON OFF Pause Peak frequencies (Hz) Interview result

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

LU7 700 1000 2000 3000 177 4000 It sounds soft, not tense or noisy (#1). It sounds familiar (#18).
Sounds warm but it also creates a tense feeling for warning (#10).

HCR 983 801 2403 4005 184 167 It brings a pleasant feeling (#1).
Sounds like something you heard on an aircraft to give a sense of
elegance (#2).
Something you heard in a luxury car (#6). It is not too loud for
warning (#6, 19).
Sounds familiar (#12, 18). Sounds simple and clear (#12).
Sounds slow and calm, like the start-up sound of the high-speed rail
(#14).
The fading pattern is less agitating and noisy (#21).

TMS 97 29 1625 872 585 625 900 851 Sounds like an alarm clock (#18, 21). It does not fit in a car (#8).
It does not sound like a door open warning (#6).
The high pitch makes me anxious; since it is not urgent, better
choose a gentle sound (#6).
It is too noisy and loud (#7, 12).

NLI 74 55 536 2005 6015 4010 2064 2147 It sounds like an alarm clock (#2, 7, 8, 10, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21). It does
not fit in a car (#8, 20).
More related to waking up (#19). Get people a cheap impression
(#2, 16).
Too noisy (#16). Unpleasant sound (#7).

AQ5 601 1202 5409 1803 3005 Sounds monotonous (#2, 16). Does not fit in a car because high
frequency annoys people (#8).
Too noisy, harsh, and very annoying (#11, 13, 19). Frequency too
high and too sharp (#18).
It attracts attention (#13). It affects people's mood (#19).
Should have some tempos to make it sound more pleasant (#16).
Lasted long to remind people to deal with it immediately (#14).
Makes people nervous because it sounds like a patient's heart
stopping on a heart monitor (#20).
I have heard the sound in a car before but do not like the frequency
(#21).

TCA 1952 3904 7808 9760 5856 It creates a sense of warning (#18). I have heard a similar sound in a
car before (#21).
Prefer not continuous (#4, 6). Feel tense and agitated (#4, 7, 8, 19,
20).
Too high frequency (sharp and noisy) (#4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 18, 19, 20, 21).
Worse than AQ5 because it is too sharp (#2). Does not fit in a car
(#8).
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continuously with reduced distance was less preferred.
According to Blauert and Jekosch (2003), sound quality can be

improved through objective assessment to find out a better
acoustic parameter set. However, due to the nonlinear and non-
orthogonal mapping between the acoustic parameter set (fre-
quency, amplitude, and phase) and psychoacoustic dimensions
(such as pitch, loudness and timbre), testing sounds created based
on a factorial experimental design may be too far frommeaningful.
Besides, auditory perception can vary with non-acoustic factors,
e.g., emotion, knowledge about the situation, and action (Blauert
and Jekosch, 2003). Therefore, the testing result of existing sound
signals from well-known brands may also have a similar con-
founding effect as stated in Chi and Dewi (2014).

For an optimal range of acoustic parameters, Berlyne (1971)
suggested that the relationship between pleasurability of tones
and varying loudness and tempo basically followed an inverted-U
function. The inverted-U function concept is found in the major-
ity of our interview comments: participant #2 liked the AQ5 horn
because it was not too sharp and not too noisy; participant #20
liked the TMS horn because the sound was strong, but not sharp,
and could warn the driver without astonishment (see Table 6); and
participant #6 liked the MOU indicator because the pitch was not
too high and the tempo was not too fast (see Table 7). Thus, sounds
between two extremes are more pleasurable than sounds that are
at the extreme of any given parameter. In other words, a very loud,
high-pitched sound or a very quiet, low-pitched sound are less
pleasurable than sounds within two extremes (Edworthy and
Waring, 2006). Although participants were not capable of com-
menting on all parameters simultaneously, by integrating and
comparing analyses from our paired-comparison results, interview
data, important sound attributes, and our literature review, we
could derive an optimal range for important acoustic parameters.

For intensity level, Patterson (1982) recommended a minimum
level of 15 dB and a maximum 25 dB above the masked threshold.
Deatherage (1972) suggested that as a rule of thumb, the optimum
signal intensity should be about midway between the masked
threshold of the signal in the presence of noise and 110 dB. Most
importantly, the sound designer should always conform to existing
standards. For example, the ECE-R28 agreement from The United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) (1972) sug-
gested a range from 93 to 112 dB(A) for car horns, and ISO 7731
(2003) suggested a range from 65 to 118 dB(A) for auditory warn-
ing signals. Car manufacturing had suggested a feasible intensity
level based on the development of Nissan's approaching-vehicle
sound for pedestrians (VSP) used in electric vehicles. The forward
sound pressure level is 55 dB(A) to provide detectability for pe-
destrians and to maintain a quiet environment for drivers and
neighborhoods (Tabata et al., 2011).

Regarding pitch, Patterson (1982) suggested that the signal
should be composed of four or more dominant frequency compo-
nents in the range from 1000 to 4000 Hz because complex sounds
are more difficult to mask than simpler sounds. A more specific



Table 9
Tempo variations, ON-OFF time intervals (in ms), peak frequencies, and interview comments on parking sensors.

Brand # of tempo
variation

ON-1 OFF-1 Peak frequencies (Hz) Interview result

ON-2 OFF-2

ON-3 OFF-3 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

HCR 4 117 493 745 2235 5215 536 3725 It sounds very clear (#8, 20). Not so sharp to cause a tense
feeling (#20, 21). Distinctive rhythm patterns from slow to fast
(#20).
Sounds relatively rich (#21).

117 224
117 40

LU7 3 93 199 1993 3986 1969 1889 2068 Sounds very clear, it informs the distance between vehicle and
the obstacle (#8). Has appropriate intensity and freq. not too
loud (#9).
The intermittent pause of first tempo pattern is not too urgent
or tense (#17).
Sounds like an alarm clock, monotonous, not distinctive (#10).
The frequency and tempo make people nervous (#21).

93 62

NMA 3 75 225 2563 2592 2734 2534 2613 Has very distinctive tempo and sound intensity (#1).
The frequency is too sharp (#6, 14, 21). It makes people nervous
(#6).
The frequency of the last continuous sound is too high (#18).
The tempo is too fast (#7, 14, 21).

75 75

NLI 3 175 71 2775 2791 2760 2808 5550 I do not like it because it sounds too fast; better to prolong the
pause between sounds (#7). Too sharp and the tempo is too fast
(#21).

119 14

AQ5a ∞ 101 118 749 2247 5243 1498 3745 I like the appropriate freq. and intensity for warning the driver
(#6).
I don't like it because it creates a tense feeling (#14).

MOU 2 93 35 3684 3649 3860 3743 3804 Sounds like an alarm clock (#2, 12, 21). The sound is too fast (#7,
8, 12, 18).
The intensity is OK (#7). The sound is too quiet (#18).
The last tempo pattern sounds too sharp (#21).
The sound does not tell me how far away the obstacle is (#8, 10).
Warns that the car is about to hit something (#2).
Compared with other brands, it does not sound like a parking
sensor (#14).

a The number of tempo variation for AQ5's parking sensor was unlimited as the tempo was getting faster continuously. Table 9 only presents the ON-OFF time interval of
AQ5's first tempo variation.
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optimum range for each tested function should depend on the
notation of “compatibility”. Compatibility was defined as the “ad-
equacy of a sound in the context of a specific technical goal and/or
task” to be incorporated as one important attribute for sound
quality (Blauert, 1994). From the interview data, our results reveal
that “goodness of fit”, including perceived urgency and attached
meaning (Blauert and Jekosch, 2003), can have a significant effect
on the perceived sound quality. Perceived urgency is known to
increase with tempo and loudness. If matching urgency to the
conveyed message can help to design unobtrusive auditory in-
terfaces (Gaver, 1997), then the perceived urgency of a parking
sensor should match with the distance between the car and the
nearby objects. In this way, the urgency of graded fatigue warning
system proposed by Meng et al. (2016) should match with different
danger levels.

Besides perceived urgency, familiarity also has a significant
impact on subjective preference (North and Hargreaves, 1995).
Participants evaluated the sounds differently based onwhat type of
car theywere driving (Humphreys et al., 2011; Jennings et al., 2010).
However, familiarity serves as a double-edged sword. Participants
preferred sounds that could be associated with something expen-
sive or elegant; for example, the door open warning of HCR soun-
ded like something you would hear in an aircraft (#2). On the other
hand, participants disliked sound signals that could be associated
with something cheap; e.g., an alarm clock (#18 and #21 for TMS
and #2, #7, #8, #10, #16, #18, #19, #20, and #21 for NLI) or
something unfortunate, e.g., the long-beep sound of AQ5 sounded
like a heart monitor when the patient's heart stops beating (#20).
Lemaitre et al. (2009) also suggested that when introducing new
warning signals, care must be given to make sure that these sounds
are not too different from the existing ones. The more the new
signals are different from the existing ones, the more the road users
will need time to learn their meanings. Thus, for horns, the chosen
fundamental frequency should be around 440 Hz to be a compat-
ible match with the car horns sold in Europe (Ballas, 1993). Our
finding that the fundamental frequency of 450 Hz was preferred for
a horn matches that suggested range.

Cooper (1977) reported that continuous loud sounds tend to
have a detrimental effect on the pilot and crew, and previous
research also suggested the use of intermittent signals to reduce
potential masking (Doll and Folds, 1986) and perceptual adaptation
(Sanders and McCormick, 1993, pp 176). In order to minimize
perceptual adaptation, whenever feasible, steady-state signals
should be avoided, and interrupted or variable signals should be
used (Mudd, 1961; Licklider, 1961). This agrees with our findings
that participants preferred less monotonous, complex sounds for
horns, intermittent sounds over continuous sounds for door open
warnings, and double-click over single-click indicators. In our
experiment, all horn sounds were edited into 3-sec intervals for
better comparison. But, in fact, the driver can improvise the tem-
poral pattern of a horn sound depending on the perceived urgency
of the driving situation or the aggressiveness of the driver (Shinar
and Compton, 2004).

As opposed to the horn sound, the three other tested functions
(indicators, door open warnings and parking sensors) each had
different temporal patterns with the potential to become the most
important parameter influencing the participants’ comparison de-
cision. Regarding OFF times of the indicators, our pair-comparison
results indicate that single-click indicators (TMS and LU7) with
significantly longer OFF time (648 and 657 ms) were less preferred
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than other indicators with a shorter OFF time (328e380 ms). The
contradictory finding with Yamauchi et al. (2004) could be due to
the fact that Yamauchi et al. (2004) only tested double-click in-
dicators that had an OFF time interval from 310 to 400 ms. Previous
ergonomic design guidelines provided a maximum possible range
of between 100 and 2000ms cycle time (Campbell et al., 2004), and
the exact range must be fine-tuned based on experimental study in
real context (Sanders and McCormick, 1993, pp. 176). Regarding the
duration of a signal (i.e., ON time), Gales (1979) suggested that
discrimination is best when stimulus duration is in excess of 0.1 s.
But a brief duration signal, if combined with a higher frequency
pitch, can still be audible (Doughty and Garner, 1947, 1948).
Doughty and Garner (1947, 1948) found that for very short tones,
like clicks, the duration threshold was about 4e5 ms for high-
pitched clicks with a greater than 500 Hz frequency. Based on our
study results, the double-click indicators with easily differentiated
ON-OFF patterns between clicks and a dominant frequency be-
tween 1000 and 2000 Hz were more preferred. Based on the most
preferred clicks of between 10 and 22 ms ON time and the repe-
tition frequency range of between 0.5 Hz and 4 Hz suggested by ISO
7731 (2003), the OFF time duration should be between 330 and
400 ms.

Regarding door open warnings, our study found that intermit-
tent sounds with a fading intensity waveform and a dominant
fundamental frequency of between 500 and 1000 Hzwere themost
preferred, which agrees with those suggested in Deatherage (1972).
As for the parking sensors, the most preferred sounds had a
dominant fundamental frequency between 500 and 2000 Hz, 3 to 4
distinctive tempo variations, and started at a longer OFF time
pattern, e.g., around 500 ms. Regarding the favorability of all of the
above functions, other than richness of sound, sound clarity is
another important attribute for sound quality based on partici-
pants’ comments stating that they preferred sounds that were clear,
not blurred or muffled (#8 for AQ5 horn, #6 and #7 for HCR and #6
for MOU indicators; #12 for HCR open door warning, #8 and #20
for HCR parking sensors).

In addition to the discussion about the sound signal, another
interesting observation about the experiment is that one of the
participants with a PhD degree in Industrial Design and Ergonomics
was excluded due to circular error. Weber (1999) suggested three
possible explanations for participants’ misjudging: (1) not enough
concentration during the evaluation process, (2) vacillation of
judging criterion, and (3) little difference between sound events.
For our experiment, the excluded participant explained during the
interview that each pair of sounds differed inmore than one aspect;
thus, she had a difficult time in trying to choose which attribute
(loudness, frequency, or timbre) influenced her preference. She also
revealed that the decisionwas difficult at times when she preferred
one signal for its frequency and the other for its intensity. Just as
stated by Blauert and Jekosch (1997), representative listeners are
not necessarily expert listeners and to select representative lis-
teners for the evaluation procedures is a complex task in itself. The
reason why sound quality evaluation does not require a high level
of expertise could be because experts tend to be too analytical to
get the point of judging sound quality (Blauert and Jekosch, 2003).
Another possible source of circular error is a possible sequential
effect (Jesteadt et al., 1977; Chi and Drury, 1988) in the paired-
comparison. Even though pairwise comparison is known to be
inefficient, it is more appropriate than other psychological methods
since human beings can only retain acoustic information for a
relatively brief period of time (Bigelow and Poremba, 2014). In or-
der to minimize the potential sequential effect or play-order effect,
the pair-comparison test was self-paced by the participants
meaning that the user had control of the test and could play the
sounds as many times as necessary (Otto et al., 1999). Perhaps with
proper calibration and training, dichotic listening is a possible
approach to minimize the sequential effect and reduce the pair-
comparison time by half.

Importantly, our results are about preference evaluation not
performance. There are possible inconsistencies between detection
performance and preference evaluation and among the preference
opinions collected from different participants or tested under
different context. Participants preferred sounds that were soft
(Meng et al., 2016), inconspicuous (Genuit and Fiebig, 2014),
intermittent, rich and with appropriate tempo and pitch (current
study). However, when signal detection was taken into consider-
ation, the participants’ preference changed. For example, Antin
et al. (1991) collected the minimum intensity level required to
achieve a consistent criterion detection rate as well as the preferred
tone intensity level under different driving speeds or radio condi-
tions. Surprisingly, the preferred intensity levels were louder than
those required to achieve the detection criterion under different
driving speeds. Interestingly, when tested in the radio condition,
participants preferred lower intensity level in order to minimize
broadcast disturbance (Antin et al., 1991). In addition to the
inconsistency between signal detection and preference, Meng et al.
(2016) also discovered inconsistent opinions among participants
about whether the fatigue warnings should be designed into
graded or single stimuli. Even though participants agreed that a
sound of a fire alarm could be annoying, it did cause them to be
alert (Meng et al., 2016).

Contrary to our previous study inwhich ISO-adopted icons had a
much better matching performance than the non-ISO adopted
ones, there is no standardized ISO sound signals for vehicles. The
existing ISO standard for auditory signals are mostly design prin-
ciples, such as ISO 7731 (2003), which suggested that a warning
signal should include frequency components within the
500e2500 Hz range, more specifically, two dominant components
from 500 to 1500 Hz are recommended. There are existing stan-
dards for alarms, such as those specified in International Medical
Equipment (IEC 60601-1-8). However, Edworthy et al. (2014) tested
a set of IEC tonal alarms and compared them to a set of indirect
metaphor icons to prove that existing IEC alarms are very difficult
to learn while the indirect metaphorical icons can be learned
almost instantly due to the closeness of the signal reference rela-
tionship and acoustic variability.

Thus, in summary, our research findings of the preferred sounds
for different functions can be used as a reference frame so the
sound designers may have a sensible start with a feasible range on
limited acoustic parameter combinations. In this way, sound de-
signers can design mild warning signals with minimum annoyance
based on our preference findings, then increase the intensity or
frequency to map with the urgency of a situation. Our current
research indicates that no single automobile company had themost
preferred auditory signals across different functions. It is very likely
that the automobile industry will develop standardized auditory
signals similar to the ISO standard icons in the future. The sys-
tematic process for developing in-vehicle icons proposed by
Campbell et al. (2004), which incorporated preference (ranking
test) and recognition performance, can be replaced with a paired-
comparison test and a signal-detection test, respectively, for the
development of auditory signals to be used in electric vehicles
(Genuit and Fiebig, 2014). Our paired-comparison test approach
can be adopted as part of the process for the development and
evaluation of auditory signals.

5. Conclusion

New in-car technologies have led to an increasing number of
sound signals (Suied et al., 2008). In order to reduce the
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confusability of a warning set, the number of immediate-action
warning sounds should not exceed about five to six, each with a
distinctive melody and temporal pattern (Patterson and Mayfield,
1990). The current study tested sound signals for horns, in-
dicators, door open warnings, and parking sensors, from 11 car
brands, using a paired-comparison test and an interview to gain
more insight into human preference of sounds. By comparing an-
alyses from our paired-comparison results, interview data, impor-
tant sound attributes, and our literature review of existing
standards, we propose an optimal range for important acoustic
parameters. Sound designers can produce sounds within a feasible
range, based on available standards. Then, they can choose a
dominant fundamental frequency between 500 and 2000 Hz and
adjust based on best practices; e.g., a lower fundamental frequency
range for horns (between 440 and 480 Hz) and a higher dominant
frequency for indicators (up to 2400 Hz). Since the relationship
between pleasurability of tones and a given parameter basically
followed an inverted-U function, sound designers should avoid
using very extreme parameter values. Lastly, warnings should be
readily distinguishable among themselves in terms of temporal
pattern (Patterson, 1982), ON/OFF ratio, and attenuation pattern
(Meredith and Edworthy, 1994) to reduce monotony and further
improve the perceived quality.
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